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ABSTRACT: Iron porphyrin carbenes constitute a new
frontier of species with considerable synthetic potential.
Exquisitely engineered myoglobin and cytochrome P450
enzymes can generate these complexes and facilitate the
transformations they mediate. The current work harnesses
density functional theoretical methods to provide insight into
the electronic structure, formation, and N−H insertion
reactivity of an iron porphyrin carbene, [Fe(Por)(SCH3)-
(CHCO2Et)]

−, a model of a complex believed to exist in an
experimentally studied artificial metalloenzyme. The ground state electronic structure of the terminal form of this complex is an
open-shell singlet, with two antiferromagnetically coupled electrons residing on the iron center and carbene ligand. As we shall
reveal, the bonding properties of [Fe(Por)(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)]

− are remarkably analogous to those of ferric heme superoxide complexes.
The carbene forms by dinitrogen loss from ethyl diazoacetate. This reaction occurs preferentially through an open-shell singlet
transition state: iron donates electron density to weaken the C−N bond undergoing cleavage. Once formed, the iron porphyrin
carbene accomplishes N−H insertion via nucleophilic attack. The resulting ylide then rearranges, using an internal carbonyl base,
to form an enol that leads to the product. The findings rationalize experimentally observed reactivity trends reported in artificial
metalloenzymes employing iron porphyrin carbenes. Furthermore, these results suggest a possible expansion of enzymatic
substrate scope, to include aliphatic amines. Thus, this work, among the first several computational explorations of these species,
contributes insights and predictions to the surging interest in iron porphyrin carbenes and their synthetic potential.

■ INTRODUCTION

Metallocarbenes occupy a prominent and growing position in
synthetic chemists’ toolboxes. Given the central role of carbon
in organic molecules’ scaffolds, a carbon-based reactive species,
capable of forming bonds to other elements or other carbon
atoms, represents a tantalizingly versatile synthetic building
block. Metallocarbenes in general have the potential to play
meaningful roles in the synthesis of a dazzling myriad of
compounds, including pharmaceutically promising drugs, such
as Thienamycin, Indatraline, and Maoecrystal V, accomplishing
reactions such as N−H insertion, C−H insertion, and O−H
insertion.1−5 In metallocarbene work thus far, second- and
third-row metals are prominent, though iron, a low-cost,
abundant, and nontoxic alternative, has also demonstrated
promise.1

Among iron carbenes, the structure and reactivity of iron
porphyrin carbenes have captured chemists’ interest. The
pioneering report by Mansuy and colleagues of the first iron
porphyrin carbene crystal structure facilitated understanding
these complexes’ structures and unlocked the door to future
work.6 Subsequent investigations obtained crystal structures
and spectra of iron porphyrin carbenes with a variety of carbene
substituents, axial ligands, and porphyrin substituents.7−11 Iron
porphyrin carbenes have been reported to mediate reactions
including cyclopropanation,12,13 N−H insertion,14−20 C−H

insertion,21 carbonyl olefination,22 and O−H insertion.23 In
addition to accomplishing many reactions, iron porphyrin
carbenes can accomplish reactions under many different
conditions: for instance, water-soluble iron porphyrins mediate
cyclopropanation13 and N−H insertion.17,18

Iron porphyrin carbene complexes rarely form in cytochrome
P450 enzymes (P450s), and they often only appear over the
course of drug metabolism.24 Propelled by a drive to expand
the reactivity of iron carbenes, Arnold, Fasan, Hauer, and their
colleagues have studied and engineered P450 enzymes, as well
as other heme enzymes, which host putative iron porphyrin
carbenes.25−32 These proposed species, with an iron−carbon
bond, form by the reaction of the iron porphyrin with ethyl
diazoacetate (EDA), whereby dinitrogen loss and iron−carbon
bond formation are thought to generate the iron porphyrin
carbene. Initial reports explored the ability of the proposed iron
porphyrin carbenes to cyclopropanate alkenes (conceptually
analogous to iron-oxo-mediated olefin epoxidation).25,26

Subsequent work with artificial metalloenzymes revealed these
putative iron porphyrin carbenes catalyze carbonyl olefina-
tion31,32 and insert into amine N−H and thiol S−H bonds, to
form C−N28,29 and C−S30 bonds, respectively. These reactions
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display a wide substrate scope and occur in high yields (some
nearly quantitative) and with total turnover numbers in the
hundreds or thousands. Arnold revealed, with competition
experiments, that the proposed P450 iron porphyrin carbene
preferentially accomplished N−H insertion, over alkene
cyclopropanation.28

In light of the ability of artificial metalloenzymes to catalyze
reactions effectively and with high stereoselectivity,33−40 the
pharmaceutical and synthetic prominence of C−N bonds,41−43

and the ease with which this N−H insertion reaction occurs
inside modified P450 enzymes,28 studying the nature of the
iron porphyrin carbene active species and the mechanism of
iron porphyrin carbene formation and subsequent N−H
insertion is of immense interest for both the chemical and
enzymatic communities. Experimentalists have begun to
investigate these questions, but much territory remains open
for exploration. Though experimentalists have postulated the
existence of the iron porphyrin carbene inside of modified
cytochrome P450 and myoglobin enzymes, such complexes
have only rarely been spectroscopically characterized inside
wild type enzymes and involve carbenes quite different from
that studied in this work.44,45 To the best of our knowledge, an
iron porphyrin carbene has never been spectroscopically
characterized inside the artificial metalloenzymes where it has
been proposed to catalyze reactions. Arnold and Fasan
proposed that Fe(II) is the oxidation state of the iron
porphyrin reacting with EDA.25,26,28,29 Schematically, they
depicted the iron in the carbene in the Fe(IV) oxidation
state, but the evidence for such an assertion is not immediately
apparent.25,29

Experimental work on enzymatic iron porphyrin carbene
reactivity has not yet conclusively determined the N−H
insertion mechanism. Experiments where oxygen and carbon
monoxide, known to bind to iron, induce a decrease in the yield
of the N−H insertion product confirmed iron’s central role in
this transformation.28,29 Work by Fasan and colleagues on
myoglobin-mediated S−H insertion, which may function
similarly to N−H insertion, suggested an ylide intermediate
may be present.30 However, other reports on iron carbenes
proposed they are capable of operating via radical mecha-
nisms.46 Woo and Gross have explored iron porphyrin carbene
N−H insertion reactions in model systems, but given the

Fe(III) oxidation state believed to be operative in their systems,
this work, though insightful, may not be fully applicable to
understanding enzymatic systems.14,16

Given the putative nature of the iron porphyrin carbene
active species, and the lack of experimental structural detail on
them and mechanistic detail on their reactivity and formation,
computational work represents as an insightful key that can
unlock insights about these complexes. By modeling different
iron porphyrin carbene electronic structures and formation and
reactivity pathways, computation can generate testable
predictions that could contribute to developing a thorough
mechanistic understanding. In turn, these insights can
culminate in designing systems to improve upon existing
ones, accomplishing the reaction faster, in higher yield, and
with higher stereoselectivity.
Tatsumi and Hoffmann have reported the electronic

structure of iron porphyrin carbenes,47 focusing mostly on a
pristine CH2 carbene ligand. They elucidated the existence of
five iron orbitals of different energies, in remarkable contrast to
the orbital degeneracy observed in iron-oxo porphyrin
complexes.47−51 Despite this intriguing, early report, computa-
tional progress on iron porphyrin carbenes remained largely
dormant for decades, with few findings of relevance to Arnold’s
system emerging.52

Recently, Zhang and co-workers investigated the electronic
structure of a variety of iron porphyrin carbenes with either no
axial ligand or a neutral N-methylimidazole axial ligand,53 and
they concluded that the most stable electronic state was a
closed-shell singlet, with Fe(II) (not Fe(IV), as suggested by
Arnold and Fasan).25,29 This work substantiated the claim of
iron porphyrin carbenes’ existing as singlets by predicting
spectroscopic parameters of the complexes in different spin
states and comparing to experimental results.7,8,54 Though a
closed-shell singlet was explored, an open-shell singlet, as can
be suggested by considering nonheme iron carbene systems,55

was not studied. Building upon their electronic structure
findings, Zhang and colleagues subsequently reported energy
profiles for dinitrogen loss and carbene formation from a vast
variety of iron porphyrin/diazo-containing carbene precursor
systems, including one modeling Arnold’s system. Zhang’s
group generalized its findings and concluded, without verifying,
that all of the transition states for dinitrogen loss and the

Scheme 1. Formation and N−H Insertion Reactivity Pathway of a Model System of the Iron Porphyrin Carbene Studied by
Arnold and Colleagues28a

aThe current work elucidates the electronic structure of this iron porphyrin carbene, as well as its formation and N−H insertion reactivity pathways.
The oxidation state is not shown for the iron in the carbene complex, because that is an open question the current work will explore. The oval
around iron represents the porphyrin ligand.
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resulting product iron porphyrin carbene complexes have
closed-shell singlet ground states.56

Though computational reports on the electronic structure
and formation of iron porphyrin carbenes exist, these have not
yet explored electronic structure to the fullest extent possible.
In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, nobody has yet
harnessed computational techniques to investigate iron
porphyrin carbenes’ reactivity (in contrast to nonheme iron
carbene systems, whose structure, formation, and reactivity
have all been computationally studied46,55,57,58). Given this
incomplete current understanding, we sought to more
thoroughly study iron porphyrin carbenes’ structure and
formation. Subsequently, we investigated N−H insertion
mediated by these species, in the first computational report
of iron porphyrin carbene reactivity. Scheme 1 presents the
system of interest, [Fe(Por)(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)]

− (FPC), and
it introduces questions that this work explores about the
system. Given this flourishing experimental state of affairs, and
considering the paucity of computational work on iron
porphyrin carbenes, alongside the rich computational literature
on iron-oxo complexes,59,60 the need for further computational
exploration resonates strongly. As we shall demonstrate, the
iron porphyrin carbene’s ground state is an open-shell singlet,
analogous to that of ferric superoxide porphyrin com-
plexes.61−63 The barrier for dinitrogen loss from EDA to
form the carbene is the lowest on the open-shell singlet surface.
The N−H insertion product forms from the amine’s
nucleophilic attack on the carbene carbon and the resulting
ylide’s subsequent rearrangement through a five-membered ring
transition state. This work represents a significant and novel
step into an intriguing new reactivity frontier, unlocking the
immense potential of iron porphyrin carbenes by exploring

their structure and their formation and N−H insertion
reactivity pathways.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All structures were optimized using the Gaussian 09 software
program,64 employing the UB3LYP functional,65−68 with the
LANL2DZ basis set with an effective core potential for iron69−71

and the 6-31G(d) basis set72−75 for all other atoms. Collectively, this
combination of LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d) will subsequently be
referred to as B1. Optimizations were performed in chlorobenzene
solvent, using the SMD solvation model.76 This solvent was selected to
mimic the nonpolar protein environment, following the precedent
established by previous studies exploring enzymatic reactions in model
systems.48,77,78 With the optimized geometries, single-point energy
calculations in chlorobenzene solvent were performed using the all-
electron Def2-TZVP basis set for all atoms.79,80 Dispersion corrections
were computed with Grimme’s D3 method.81 Natural Bond Orbital
(NBO) analysis provided Natural Population Analysis (NPA)
charges.82

After optimization, frequency analyses were performed at the B1
level for all species in order to characterize the nature of the stationary
points. The zero-point energy and thermal correction to Gibbs free
energy obtained from the B1 frequency analysis were added to the B2
single-point energies. In addition, guess structures of several species,
input into optimization, were based on previously published work.56

Whenever possible, intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations
were performed to connect the transition states with their
corresponding reactants and products.

Though previous work on iron porphyrin carbenes employed
functionals other than UB3LYP, this past work selected which
functional to use based on geometric benchmarking analyses and some
very rough energetic benchmarking.53,56 Given our group’s extensive
experience with iron-oxo chemistry, and our and others’ findings that
UB3LYP is an accurate functional in studying such systems,59,83−85 we
chose to apply UB3LYP to our studies of iron porphyrin carbenes. We

Figure 1. (a) Relative energies (in kcal/mol) of the lowest-lying electronic structures of the iron porphyrin carbene. Energies were computed at the
B2//B1 level, and they are presented as relative electronic energy with zero-point correction outside of the parentheses and then relative Gibbs free
energy inside the parentheses. Structures were optimized in chlorobenzene (SMD model). Values are dispersion-corrected. The structures, geometric
parameters, NBO charges (q), and Mulliken spin densities (ρ) are also shown. For clarity, the only hydrogen atom shown is that bound to the
carbene carbon. (b) The electronic structures of the open-shell singlet, the triplet, and the closed-shell singlet, respectively, determined from orbitals
computed at the B2 level of theory.
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have also tested other functionals, namely the UM06-L,86 UTPSSh,87

UM06,88 and UBMK89 functionals, in order to verify the robustness of
conclusions obtained with UB3LYP. Table S1 presents energy gaps
between different electronic structures obtained with these functionals.
For all species, the electronic structure was checked by visualizing

spin-natural orbitals (SNOs) (and often also Kohn−Sham natural
orbitals (NOs)) at the B1 level and spin-natural orbitals at the B2
level. In addition, Kohn−Sham corresponding orbitals (KSCOs) were
visualized to better understand the open-shell singlet’s electronic
structure. Resolutions of orbitals presented herein were selected on the
basis of each individual orbital, to best capture its bonding features. In
order to obtain the open-shell singlet electronic structure, a “stable =
opt” calculation90−92 was performed on a guessed geometry for the
desired species, followed by a geometry optimization with this guess.
The “guess = alter” keyword was sometimes employed to obtain
different open-shell singlet electronic structures.
Though there have been some uncertainties about the role DFT can

play in understanding open-shell singlets,93,94 Abe, Schreiner, and
colleagues have recently demonstrated it is an insightful technique for
studying such systems.95−97 Abe advised use of a Yamaguchi
correction98 for open-shell singlets, which could not be implemented
here given the high ⟨S2⟩ values after spin annihilation, as Table S2
presents, and the differences in singlet and triplet electronic structure,
as will be explained in the Results and Discussion. If used, this
correction should lower the energy of the open-shell singlet, already
the lowest-energy species. Table S2 shows the energy changes upon
Yamaguchi correction99 for open-shell singlet species reported in this
text. The correction generally stabilizes open-shell singlets, but the
annihilation of the spin contaminant is incomplete in the species in the
current work. Whether or not a Yamaguchi correction is employed,
iron porphyrin carbenes constitute physical states similar to
biradicaloids, which generally exhibit OSS states alongside triplet
and CSS states.
The porphyrin ligand was modeled as porphine, as has been done in

similar model system studies.78,85 Interestingly, Arnold and colleagues
found an iron porphyrin outside of the enzyme could mediate N−H
insertion, and this result helps to justify the use of a model system to
gain insight into the enzyme’s active site.28 The cysteine ligand was
modeled as SCH3, as has been done in previous model system
studies100 (cysteine was modeled given Arnold’s finding that it gave
rise to the highest N−H insertion reactivity28). We also tested the SH
ligand. The results are similar to those obtained with the SCH3 ligand,
as shown in Tables S3−S6. The carbene used was CHCO2Et, as used
in most experimental work.28

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Iron Porphyrin Carbene Electronic Structure.
1.1. Geometric and Electronic Structure. Figure 1a presents
the relative energies, geometries, and key structural parameters
of the three lowest-energy electronic structures of [Fe(Por)-
(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)]

−. The open-shell singlet (OSS) is the
ground state, the triplet is the next highest in energy, and the
closed-shell singlet (CSS) is the highest in energy of the three
states. Having the triplet be lower in energy than the CSS is a
typical situation for species with a singlet diradicaloid ground
state. We also tested other functionals (Table S1), and the
UTPSSh, UM06, and UBMK functionals gave rise to a relative
ordering of the spin states identical to that obtained with
UB3LYP, confirming the conclusion’s robustness.
Looking at the three species, the pair with the most similar

Fe−C distances and Fe−C−C−O dihedral angles is the OSS
and the triplet. While the Fe−C distances for the OSS and the
triplet are 1.90 and 1.95 Å, respectively, the Fe−C distance for
the CSS is 1.78 Å. The Fe−C−C−O dihedral angle in the CSS
is twisted approximately 90° compared to the OSS and triplet.
The observation of more drastic differences between the OSS
and CSS, with the same overall spin, and less drastic differences

between the OSS and the triplet, instigates further investigation
of the electronic structures of these species.
Given Arnold, Fasan, and colleagues’ thorough proof of a

reduced iron porphyrin carbene as the active species,25,26,28,29

possible electronic structures of this complex must render the
complex monoanionic overall. With a dianionic porphyrin ring
and a monoanionic cysteine ligand (abbreviated here as
SCH3

−), there must be an overall +2 charge on the iron and
carbene components when grouped together. One way to
achieve this distribution is to have Fe(III) (with a d5

configuration) and a carbene radical (formally a carbene
anion radical), as occurs for the open-shell singlet and triplet.
Figure 1b presents these electronic structures on the left (OSS)
and in the middle (triplet). The open-shell singlet exhibits
antiferromagnetic coupling between the carbene carbon-
centered radical and the unpaired d-electron on the iron
atom. Meanwhile, the triplet exhibits ferromagnetic coupling.
The spin densities in Figure 1a bolster the claims of
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling and significant
localization of spin on iron and the carbene carbon. A second
feasible charge distribution is to have Fe(II) (with a d6

configuration) and a carbene without any unpaired electrons,
as occurs for the CSS, shown on the right-hand side of Figure
1b. The NBO charges in Figure 1a support the claim iron is
more oxidized (and the carbene is more reduced) in the OSS
and the triplet than in the CSS. The subsequent sections will
explore the orbital occupancies and nature of bonding in these
three species.

1.2. The Open-Shell Singlet: Bonding and Orbital
Considerations. To form the iron porphyrin carbene, the
[Fe(Por)(SCH3)]

− and the CHCO2Et fragments’ orbitals must
interact. Figure 2 presents a schematic orbital interaction
diagram (see Figure S1 for a more detailed diagram). An sp2

carbene orbital which has one lobe oriented toward the iron
donates its electron pair to the vacant dz2 orbital of iron to form
an Fe−C σ bond in the iron porphyrin carbene. In addition, the
doubly occupied dxz orbital, with π symmetry, can mix weakly
with a vacant carbene px-orbital, to form a slightly bonding and
antibonding combination. One of these two orbitals is mostly
on iron, so much so that it is called here dxz. The other orbital is
mostly on carbon, so much so that we chose to name it Cpx.
The other iron d-orbital of π symmetry cannot mix with any
carbene orbital, so it is nonbonding and is called dyz.
In the OSS, the spin-natural orbitals (SNOs) consist of Cpx,

with an occupancy of 0.88, and dxz, with an occupancy of
−0.88, as Figure 3a depicts. This nonunity occupancy indicates
that the two SNOs are mutually interacting. Thus, the OSS has
an α-electron and a β-electron that are neither perfectly isolated
from each other (SNO occupancies are not 1.00), nor bonded
strongly. The interacting nature of the SNOs is reflected in the
population of the complex’s natural orbitals (NOs) in Figure
3b, which show Fe−C bonding and antibonding interactions.
Resolving them to Kohn−Sham corresponding orbitals
(KSCOs) in Figure 3c clarifies the situation. The KSCOs are
more localized on the two atoms than the NOs, suggesting the
two electrons have some degree of separation. As de Bruin’s
cobalt and iridium carbene studies discuss,101,102 from a
technical perspective, FPC can be thought of as an iron-
bound carbene radical, as opposed to a traditional metal
carbene. However, for consistency with prior work and clarity,
though this caveat is noted, we retain the term “iron porphyrin
carbene” in the current work.
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1.3. Similarities to Superoxide Complexes and Compar-
isons to Previous Iron Porphyrin Carbene Work. A close

examination of the orbital interaction diagram and nature of the
molecular orbitals of the iron porphyrin carbene complex
reveals a striking similarity between the electronic structural
features of FPC and iron(III) porphyrin superoxide complexes,
and this analogy opens up a new dimension of iron carbene
chemistry. Heme superoxide complexes also originate from
Fe(II) and a neutral ligand (O2). In both systems, electron
donation from the ligand to the iron dz2 orbital forms a σ bond
between iron and the ligand. The iron center donates electron
density to the dioxygen moiety, in order to create Fe(III) and a
superoxide radical,61−63 a structure originally proposed by
Weiss.103 This is similar to the iron’s donating electron density
to the carbene to form Fe(III) and a carbene radical (formally a
carbene anion radical). The lowest-energy state of ferric
superoxide complexes is an open-shell singlet, with anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between the electrons on the iron and
the superoxide radical, as our group and that of Parrinello have
demonstrated.61,62 An iron d-orbital of π symmetry and the
oxygen O−O π* orbital engage in this coupling, similar to the
dxz and carbene Cpx interacting in the case of the iron porphyrin
carbene, as the orbital diagrams that Scheme 2 compares
depict.61,62 As was described for the ferric superoxide species, in
the iron porphyrin carbene, the antiferromagnetically coupled
electrons exhibit a weak bonding interaction, but not a formal
full bond.61,62 Promisingly, our group previously found, for
ferric superoxide species, that DFT gave results similar to those
of complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)
techniques, confirming the appropriateness of DFT for
describing heme iron OSS systems.61

We note that Zhang and colleagues initially studied several
iron porphyrin carbenes, for which the closed-shell singlet was
found to be the ground state.53 Then, in subsequent work, they
assumed they could generalize this electronic structure finding
to other iron porphyrin carbenes complexes,56 including
[Fe(Por)(SH)(CHCO2Et)]

−, identical to that used in the
current work except for the axial ligand. Such a generalization
overlooked the intriguing differences in electronic structure that
the carbene ligand and axial ligand can trigger. Hence, the work
did not report the OSS and triplet species that are lower in
energy than the reported CSS. Analyzing Zhang’s structure,
with the exact methods used by his group, reveals a lower-
energy electronic structure than he reported: at the single-point
level (with the optimized CSS geometry), the OSS is 4.3 kcal/
mol lower in electronic energy than the CSS. Table S7 and
Figure S8 present this result, confirming that Zhang and
colleagues overlooked this crucial electronic structure.
Furthermore, optimizing this OSS would likely yield an even
lower energy.
Chirik, DeBeer, and colleagues’ work on a nonheme iron

carbene system with antiferromagnetic coupling,55 as well as
work on nonheme cobalt carbenes,104 provide a further
precedent for our claim of antiferromagnetic coupling between
iron and the carbene, in contrast to Zhang and colleagues’
report. Furthermore, the claim of a Cpx radical finds precedent
in de Bruin and others’ work on cobalt porphyrin
carbenes,101,105,106 as well as work on oxidized iron porphyrin
carbenes107 and other systems.102,108−110 Table S8 and Figure
S9 reveal the CSS is not the most stable electronic structure
with a CHCO2Et carbene and a model of a histidine or serine
axial ligand (the OSS is lower-energy for these complexes):
these preliminary findings highlight that exploring the range of
iron porphyrin carbenes with an OSS ground state is an
intriguing avenue for future work.

Figure 2. Schematic molecular orbital interaction diagram for FPC in
its lowest-energy open-shell singlet state, considering it being built
from the fragments [Fe(Por)(SCH3)]

− (left) and CHCO2Et (right).
Orbitals were generated at the B2 level from single point calculations.

Figure 3. Spin-natural orbitals (a), natural orbitals (b), and Kohn−
Sham corresponding orbitals (c) of the open-shell singlet and the spin-
natural orbitals of the triplet (d). All orbitals were computed at the B2
level of theory and are shown along with their occupancies.
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1.4. Alternative Electronic Structures. To return to this
work’s system, the CSS FPC species, when optimized, does not
yield a stable wave function: the OSS wave function is lower in
energy (see Table S9 and Figure S10). The CSS is an excited
singlet state. Figure 3a shows the electron on the Cpx orbital can
be delocalized onto the adjacent carbonyl moiety in the OSS.
This delocalization outweighs the stabilization that would come
from this electron’s residing on iron, forming a CSS. Why can
iron not be further oxidized, forming Fe(IV)? All efforts to
obtain this electronic structure failed, as previously reported.53

This situation likely arose because the carbene lacks the two
perpendicular p(π)-type orbitals to interact with the dxz/dyz
orbitals and generate the two π and two π* orbitals which typify
Fe(IV)O units. However, by enabling electron delocaliza-
tion, the CO2Et carbonyl group helps the carbene accept
electron density.105 Hence, an Fe(III)-superoxo type electronic
structure arises. Tuning carbene substituents may facilitate
altering the complex’s ground state.
The other low-lying electronic state, the triplet, differs from

the OSS by more than a simple spin flip (see Figure 1). Figure
3d presents the triplet’s SNOs. Here, dyz and Cpx are singly
occupied, unlike in the OSS, where dxz and Cpx are singly
occupied. It should be noted both dyz and Cpx appear in both
SNOs in Figure 3d. In the OSS, the ground state has two
electrons with opposite spins placed in parallel orbitals: this is
stabilizing because they antiferromagnetically couple. Mean-
while, in the triplet, the electrons’ spins are oriented identically.
Thus, the two electrons reside in orbitals oriented perpendic-
ularly to each other, minimizing the repulsion between
identically oriented spins centered on different atoms. An
alternate OSS electronic structure, with dyz and Cpx singly

occupied, is 6.9 kcal/mol higher in energy than the ground state
OSS electronic structure at the B1 level (see Figure S11),
further validating the claim antiferromagnetic coupling between
electrons in orbitals oriented parallel to each other stabilizes the
ground state OSS electronic structure. These insights into
electronic structure facilitate interpreting the different spin
states’ geometries in Figure 1. While the OSS antiferromagnetic
coupling is not formally a bond, it is a stabilizing interaction
and draws the Fe and C closer than in the triplet. The OSS and
triplet have Fe−CCarbene−CCarbonyl−OCarbonyl dihedral angles
near zero, so the electron on the carbene radical can be
delocalized onto the adjacent carbonyl group.
We also strove to understand the structure of the one-

electron oxidized species, [Fe(Por)(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)], which
has also been proposed as an intermediate in carbene-mediated
reactions in model systems.14 First, we considered the terminal
carbene species. As Figure S12 presents, the lowest-energy state
of [Fe(Por)(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)] is a doublet with antiferro-
magnetic coupling between iron’s dxz and carbon’s Cpx orbitals
(analogous to the coupling found in the one-electron reduced
form). Indeed, the SNOs in Figure S13 reveal the lowest-energy
doublet differs from the OSS state of the reduced carbene
complex only by the removal of one electron from the a2u/S
orbital. Similarly, both the quartet (oxidized) and triplet
(reduced) species exhibit ferromagnetic coupling, with a singly
occupied dyz, and the oxidized quartet state also has one
electron removed from the a2u/S orbital, compared to the
reduced triplet state. In the lowest-energy doublet, the unpaired
electron on iron has β spin, so it can couple antiferromagneti-
cally with both the a2u/S and Cpx electrons. These findings
agree with previous work claiming there is some amount of spin

Scheme 2. Orbital Diagrams for [Fe(Por)(SCH3)(CHCO2Et)]
− (Left) and a Ferric Superoxide Complex (Right)a

aThe diagram on the right was adapted from work of the Jerusalem group on myoglobin, and NHis represents the histidine ligand in this myoglobin
system.61
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density on the carbene moiety in terminal oxidized iron
porphyrin carbenes.107

Experimental9,10 and computational107 studies suggest the
oxidized carbene complex may exist in a bridged form (carbon
bridging iron and a porphyrin meso nitrogen). Preliminary
results (Figure S15) show not only that the bridged oxidized
carbene is over 20 kcal/mol more stable than the terminal
carbene but also that the barrier to form the bridged species
from the terminal species is quite low. Further investigation of
this bridged structure of the oxidized carbene and possible
subsequent transformations it has been proposed to under-
go9,10 is of high interest.
We have investigated the bridged structure for the reduced

form as well (Figure S17): though it is thermodynamically
feasible, we found its formation from the terminal species to
have a higher barrier than the barrier for the oxidized form.
Indeed, experimental work has proposed the reduced carbene is
terminal and the oxidized carbene is bridged.9 The subsequent
section discusses, for the reduced species, how the terminal
carbene is the initial carbene formation reaction product (using
intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations). The bridging barrier
is higher than the barrier for terminal carbene reactivity from
the reactant complex reported later in the manuscript. Also,
previous cobalt porphyrin carbene work found the bridged
species not to be reactive, so even if the bridged species formed,
it is likely it would not be of interest for this reactivity study.101

Thus, we did not consider the reduced bridged species further
in this work, though it may be of interest in future studies.
2. Iron Porphyrin Carbene Formation. 2.1. Reactivity

Scheme. Now that we have explored FPC’s electronic

structure, we can harness these insights in order to understand
its formation and reactivity. In this work, ethyl diazoacetate
(EDA) is studied because experimental work often uses it.28,29

Dinitrogen loss from EDA to form the iron porphyrin carbene
constitutes the most feasible N2 loss pathway. Figure 4 presents
the energy profile for this process. An alternative amine-assisted
N2 loss pathway, postulated by Gross and colleagues16 in a
more oxidized iron system, was also considered. However,
energy scans did not yield the desired transition state.
Furthermore, the more electron-rich reduced iron porphyrin
studied should be able to better, on its own, promote N2 loss
from EDA to yield FPC than Gross’ oxidized species can.
Initially, in the separated reactants, iron’s ground state is a

quintet. Subsequently, in the RC-EDAfar, the quintet remains
the lowest-energy state (RC-EDAfar represents the reactant
complex with iron and EDA far from each other, with Fe−
CCarbene C precursor distances over 3.50 Å and without any
meaningful Fe-EDA interaction). Two spin states, the OSS
and the triplet, have an additional, higher-energy reactant
complex, RC-EDAclose, with a meaningful EDA carbon−iron
interaction (e.g., there was a 2.23 Å Fe−CCarbene C precursor

distance in 1OSRC-EDAclose). IRC calculations from 1OSTS-
EDA and 3TS-EDA yielded the RC-EDAclose species, whereas
IRC calculations from 1CSTS-EDA and 5TS-EDA yielded the
RC-EDAfar species. The

1OSRC-EDAfar and
3RC-EDAfar species

were then obtained, in order to better understand the spin
states’ ordering. Attempts to optimize 1CSRC-EDAclose and

5RC-
EDAclose did not yield species with meaningful Fe−C bonds or
reasonable energies.

Figure 4. Energy profile for dinitrogen loss from EDA to form the iron porphyrin carbene species. Energies were computed at the B2//B1 level, and
they are presented as relative electronic energy with zero-point correction outside of the parentheses and then relative Gibbs free energy inside the
parentheses. Structures were optimized in chlorobenzene (SMD model). All values are dispersion-corrected. Note that this profile is plotted with
respect to the electronic energies with zero-point correction.
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1OSTS-EDA is the lowest-energy transition state, with a Gibbs
free energy barrier of 29.7 kcal/mol. This is 1.7 and 7.1 kcal/
mol lower in energy than 3TS-EDA and 1CSTS-EDA,
respectively. Zhang and colleagues studied the N2 loss process
for a very similar system, with EDA and [Fe(Por)(SH)]−. They
only considered the CSS transition state for this process. With
the ωB97XD functional, they found the Gibbs free energy
barrier from the isolated quintet iron porphyrin and EDA to the
CSS N2 loss transition state to be 37.0 kcal/mol.56 The present
UB3LYP work found the Gibbs free energy barrier from the
isolated quintet [Fe(Por)(SCH3)]

− and singlet EDA reactants
to 1CSTS-EDA is 36.8 kcal/mol. This match confirms that
results from the two studies can be compared. This comparison
reveals Zhang and colleagues may have missed the significantly
lower-energy transition states, 1OSTS-EDA and 3TS-EDA.
This barrier of 29.7 kcal/mol represents a significant

improvement upon the previously reported parameter, but is
still a high barrier: several rationales have been proposed.56

First, as Zhang noted,56 these experiments’ low enzyme
loadings lead to large amounts of EDA relative to the enzyme
and favor RC formation in the enzyme.25,28 The barrier from
the isolated reactants overestimates the entropy involved if the
reaction starts from a reactant complex in the enzyme system:
indeed, the Gibbs free energy barrier from 5RC-EDAfar has a
lower value, 25.3 kcal/mol. Second, the enzyme environment
may lower the barrier from the reactant complex to the
transition state, below the value computed here:56 Arnold,
Fasan, and colleagues meticulously sculpted their enzymes by
introducing mutations,25,26,28,29 which can perhaps alleviate the
energetic penalty of N2 loss. In summary, the enzymatic
environment may lower the reaction barrier by decreasing the
entropic contribution to the barrier or stabilizing the transition
state. The enzyme can bring the reactants close to each other,
to form a reactant complex. Relative to this enzymatic reactant
complex, the loss of entropy in the transition state is less severe
as compared to the loss of entropy relative to the isolated
reactants (as could be the case in a model system). Indeed, N−
H insertion using an iron porphyrin model system occurred less
effectively than enzymatic N−H insertion, suggesting the
enzyme lowers the barrier for at least one reaction step.29

The current work’s model system does not capture the
protein’s contribution. Holistically studying protein effects
with quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical techniques
represents a promising avenue for further work. The barrier
associated with the computed 1OSTS-EDA is much lower in
energy than Zhang’s CSS barrier, and the enzymatic barriers
may be lower than the computed values.
2.2. Insights into Electronic Structure. Why is the OSS the

lowest-energy N2 loss transition state? The SNOs of 1OSRC-
EDAclose reveal that iron donates electron density to EDA
(Figure 5a). Recent reports similarly found spin density on the
N2 moiety of rhodium and copper alkyl diazoacetate
systems.110,111 This interaction leads to a significant Fe−C
bond, of 2.23 Å. This electron donated from iron to EDA
enters a C−N antibonding orbital, resulting in a significantly
longer C−N distance in 1OSRC-EDAclose than in 1CSRC-EDAfar
(Table S11). NBO analysis confirms electron donation occurs
on the OSS surface but not the CSS surface: while EDA has an
NBO charge of 0.014 in 1CSRC-EDAfar, it has an NBO charge of
−0.471 in 1OSRC-EDAclose. This situation is reminiscent of iron-
oxo porphyrin formation, in how electron donation from iron
facilitates forming the active species.59,112

Electron donation is a one-electron process, not a two-
electron process, and this fact explains why electron transfer
does not occur on the CSS surface. In order for an electron to
be transferred from iron to the EDA/forming N2 moiety, the
electron must either initially be unpaired (reside in a singly
occupied orbital) or become unpaired over the course of the
reaction (migrate from a doubly occupied orbital, leaving a
singly occupied electron in this orbital). The electron migrates
to an empty orbital, resulting in an unpaired electron residing
on the EDA/forming N2 moiety. On the CSS surface, this
transfer of a single electron cannot occur, because a CSS, by
definition, does not have any unpaired electrons.
The SNOs of 1OSTS-EDA (Figure 5b) show electron

donation from iron to carbon progresses during the reaction.
Going from 1OSRC-EDA to 1OSTS-EDA, the EDA SNO
involves visibly more contribution from carbon in 1OSTS-
EDA. The population of the C−N antibonding orbital in the
OSS likely helps to cleave the C−N bond and lower the barrier
for N2 loss relative to the CSS barrier. Then, the SNOs of the
carbene product resulting from 1OSTS-EDA (Figure 5c) show
that, at the culmination of the reaction, 1OSFPC is formed. The
N2 on EDA provides an opportunity for electron donation from
iron to EDA in 1OSRC-EDAclose, stabilizing

1OSTS-EDA and
leading to formation of a carbene radical in 1OSIC-FPC+N2

Figure 5. Spin-natural orbitals of the open-shell singlet RC, TS, and IC
for the iron porphyrin carbene’s formation. All orbitals were computed
at the B2 level of theory and are shown along with their occupancies.
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(intermediate complex). Having explored FPC’s electronic
structure and formation, its reactivity beckons investigation.
3. Iron Porphyrin Carbene N−H Insertion Reactivity.

3.1. First Step: Nucleophilic Attack or Hydrogen Atom
Transfer? Aniline was the substrate in this study, given the use
of it and its derivatives in experimental work.28,29 Surveying the
literature and this work’s findings, two major mechanistic
possibilities for N−H insertion emerge. First, previous studies
on this reaction (and the related S−H insertion process) have
suggested it follows a nucleophilic attack pathway, yielding an
ylide intermediate.14,17,30 Fasan and colleagues even observed
evidence of an ylide by using a diagnostic substrate.30 Scheme
3a presents this postulated mechanism. This ylide would then
rearrange (by proton transfers and dissociation from iron) to
yield the alkylated amine.
The second possibility emerges from the finding that the

ground state of FPC features an unpaired electron on the
carbene carbon. FPC could abstract a hydrogen atom from the
N−H bond, as Scheme 3b depicts. An aniline radical (likely

resonance-stabilized) and a new C−H bond would form. Next,
a rebound process with the aniline radical would form the C−N
bond and lead to the alkylated amine. (Fe−C homolytic bond
cleavage, with a one-electron reduction of iron, would occur at
the same time as, or before, this rebound step.) Indeed, Musaev
and colleagues’ computational results revealed that an iron
nonheme carbene could abstract an H atom (in their case, from
a C−H bond) with a reasonable barrier.46

Figure 6 presents the energy profile for each proposed
pathway for singlet species (as Figure S26 presents, the triplet
pathways had higher barriers). The lowest-energy transition
state is for nucleophilic attack on the OSS surface (1OSTS-NA),
and it is very close in energy to the CSS nucleophilic attack
transition state (1CSTS-NA). The OSS H atom transfer (HAT)
transition state is 6.5 kcal/mol higher in Gibbs free energy than
1OSTS-NA. These results reveal N−H insertion will exclusively
follow the nucleophilic attack pathway. The close-to-neutral
NBO charge on the carbene carbon in the OSS FPC (see
Figure 1) supports the claim the carbene can be electrophilic

Scheme 3. Mechanistic Possibilities for N−H Insertion Mediated by FPC

Figure 6. Energy profile for nucleophilic attack (NA) of aniline on the iron porphyrin carbene and hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) from aniline to
the carbene. Nucleophilic attack was studied on the CSS and OSS surfaces, and HAT was studied on the OSS surface. Energies were computed at the
B2//B1 level, and they are presented as relative electronic energy with zero-point correction outside of the parentheses and then relative Gibbs free
energy inside the parentheses. Structures were optimized in chlorobenzene (SMD model). All values are dispersion-corrected. Note that this profile
is plotted with respect to the electronic energies with zero-point correction.
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within the negatively charged iron porphyrin carbene complex
and thus bolsters the claim of this pathway’s operating.
Following the IRC of 1OSTS-NA led to a closed-shell ylide
intermediate (Figure S29) very much similar to that obtained
from the IRC of 1CSTS-NA.
Experimental studies on different substrates tend to also

support the claim that nucleophilic attack occurs. Arnold,
Fasan, and colleagues discovered the yield of N−H insertion
product was quite sensitive to the steric bulk of substituents on
the phenyl ring, even when electronic factors did not vary
significantly across substituents.28,29 The nucleophilic attack
pathway should be quite sensitive to these effects, given the
increase in steric crowding in the transition state and motion of
the amine needed to achieve this close approach in the
transition state. In contrast, for HAT, the motion of a hydrogen
atom would require less displacement of the amine. Such
sensitivity to steric bulk would be more difficult to rationalize if
the mechanism involved HAT. Fasan noted myoglobin
carbene-mediated S−H insertion exhibits nonlinear Hammett
behavior and advanced a similar argument.30 Arnold’s observing
only the single N−H insertion product from the enzyme
supports the claim that steric bulk, which would be important
in nucleophilic attack, influences the mechanism.28

If N−H insertion occurs by nucleophilic attack, what are the
ramifications for substrate scope? Thus, far, only aromatic
amines have been reported to undergo N−H insertion in
enzymes.28,29 In model systems, aliphatic amines have been
reported to undergo N−H insertion.15,16,18−20 However,
myoglobin, with two mutations, mediated carbene S−H
insertion with aliphatic thiols.30 Aliphatic amines are proto-
nated at neutral pH, and the active site would have to enable
the amine to exist in a neutral, not protonated, form for
nucleophilic attack to occur. Perhaps current systems’ active

sites are not sufficiently basic, so aliphatic amines are
protonated and cannot act as nucleophiles. In an enzyme
where an aliphatic amine exists in its neutral form, nucleophilic
attack should be facile: aliphatic amines should be more
nucleophilic than aromatic ones. This work’s findings reveal an
appropriately designed enzyme may catalyze aliphatic N−H
insertion (via nucleophilic attack), expanding the substrate
scope beyond what has been experimentally reported in
enzymes.
Looking at the carbene formation and nucleophilic attack

reaction sequence enables understanding substrate effects.
When experimentalists used C(CH3)(CO2Et)(N2) and
CH(CONEt2)(N2) diazo reagents, the yields of N−H and
S−H insertion products decreased drastically.28,30 With these
modifications, the diazo derivative would be less electrophilic
and less likely to accept an electron from iron to form the RC-
EDAclose species. This RC is crucial because it enables the
system to access the OSS spin surface, on which the barrier for
N2 loss is the lowest. In addition, the resulting carbenes would
be more sterically crowded, which could render nucleophilic
attack more difficult.

3.2. Subsequent Ylide Transformations. Nucleophilic attack
produces an ylide that is weakly bound to iron, with an Fe−C
distance of 2.21 Å. This section will first explore ylide reactivity
and then comment on these findings with regards to
enantioselectivity and substrate scope. Figure 7 presents two
possible subsequent reactions to form the final product. One,
on the right-hand side, involves ylide rearrangement, with
proton transfer through a five-membered ring, to form an enol.
The potential energy scan and IRC calculation involving this
transition state showed Fe−C elongation accompanies O−H
bond formation (Figures S33 and S34). Upon optimization,
1CSICrearr/dissoc had an Fe−C distance of 3.74 Å. Thus, this

Figure 7. Energy profile for concerted rearrangement and dissociation of the iron-bound ylide (right) and for dissociation of the ylide followed by
rearrangement (left) on the closed-shell singlet surface. Energies were computed at the B2//B1 level, and they are presented as relative electronic
energy with zero-point correction outside of the parentheses and then relative Gibbs free energy inside the parentheses. Structures were optimized in
chlorobenzene (SMD model). All values are dispersion-corrected. Note that this profile is plotted with respect to the electronic energies with zero-
point correction.
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transition state represents both rearrangement and dissociation
in a concerted process. The second process, on the left-hand
side of Figure 7, commences with ylide dissociation from the
iron porphyrin. Then, the free ylide rearranges through a five-
membered transition state to form an enol. The dissociation
transition state is lower in energy than the dissociation product
due to the stabilizing elongation in the Fe−C distance from the
transition state to the product: also, in the dissociated ylide, the
carbonyl group adjacent to the negatively charged carbon
enables delocalization of the negative charge. Similar internal
proton transfers have been reported for another metal carbene
system.113

The first pathway, with simultaneous rearrangement and
dissociation, has a lower overall energy barrier and thus is most
likely to occur. This reaction is already exergonic, and once the
Fe−C bond is broken, the iron porphyrin can also relax
electronically to the quintet state, rendering the reactions even
more favorable, as Figure S35 presents. A potential energy scan
to evaluate the possibility of direct proton transfer from
nitrogen to carbon (a three-membered transition state) gave
rise to a large estimated electronic energy barrier of 60.0 kcal/
mol (see Figure S36): this process was deemed infeasible. The
enol should tautomerize to the ketone easily. An acidic or basic
residue in the enzyme, or a water molecule, could facilitate the
transformation. This five-membered ring transition state
articulates the precise process by which the ylide becomes
the final product in further detail than has been reported
before.14,16,17,30

This finding suggests the rearrangement is not inherently
enantioselective. The current work found that enol formation
will occur either after dissociation or simultaneously with the
dissociation event: either way, a free enol will result. The
molecule does not have stereocenters, so rearrangement should
not exhibit a stereochemical preference in an environment
lacking chirality. In a model system for N−H insertion with a
postulated ylide intermediate, enantioselectivity was not
observed,16 but enantioselectivity was reported in S−H
insertion and N−H insertion with artificial metalloen-
zymes.30,114 The present findings cannot explain enantiose-
lectivity and thus suggest the protein exerts a special effect to
impart stereochemical preferences, as was previously speculated
and rationalized.30 Indeed, different myoglobin mutants
exhibited dramatically different enantiomeric excess values for
carbene insertion into the S−H bond, showing the protein’s
role.30

In addition to enantioselectivity, one can also consider
possible consequences of this finding for substrate scope. In
Arnold and Fasan’s N−H and S−H insertion work, the carbene
carbon always has an α-carbonyl group (Scheme 4a).28−30 The
prevalence of this α-carbonyl group is striking in light of
findings that an iron porphyrin diphenyl carbene has been
synthesized in a model system,7 and in light of computational
results that diazo reagents besides CH(CO2Et)(N2) can react
with iron porphyrins to form iron porphyrin carbenes.56

Scheme 4b shows that, while a carbene with an α-carbonyl
group offers an opportunity for the corresponding ylide to
rearrange via a five-membered transition state, such a pathway
is not available for diphenyl carbenes. If they form an ylide, that
ylide could only rearrange through a three-membered transition
state (assuming there is no external species assisting with
proton transfer).
3.3. Comments on HAT. The previous sections found N−H

insertion occurs by nucleophilic attack and subsequent ylide

rearrangement. Although it does not occur in the present
system, understanding the HAT pathway is also worthwhile in
order to compare oxo and carbene reactivity and comprehend
potential ramifications for other carbene-mediated reactions.
Figure S30 presents the SNOs for the H-abstraction reaction
transition state. One SNO involves both the N−H bond and
the carbene, in an arrangement which is the signature of a
hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) process.115 In studies of H-
abstraction mediated by iron-oxo complexes, proton-coupled
electron transfer (PCET) and HAT have both been
reported.115 Efforts to locate a PCET transition state did not
succeed in the present work.
Why can iron-oxo complexes react by HAT or PCET, while

it appears the carbene can only accomplish HAT? The carbene
has one nonbonding electron. Thus, aniline’s proton and
electron must migrate to the same orbital in order to form the
C−H bond. HAT must occur, and PCET is not possible. In
contrast, the oxo ligand has multiple nonbonding elec-
trons,116,117 so it can provide one or both of the electrons in
the forming O−H bond: the entering electron can migrate to
the same orbital as the proton or to a different orbital. HAT
and PCET are both feasible: with several unpaired electrons,
iron oxo species can abstract hydrogen atoms in different
ways.115,118,119 The carbene and oxo complexes’ different
electronic structures give rise to different reactivity possibilities.
This finding that carbenes can abstract an H atom from an

N−H bond, which has a decently high bond dissociation
energy,120 with a reasonable barrier suggests that carbenes can
perhaps accomplish HAT from some C−H bonds. Indeed,
Musaev and colleagues found an iron nonheme carbene
abstracted an H atom from a C−H bond with a moderate
barrier.46 Without lone pairs, C atoms cannot react with the
carbene via nucleophilic attack, so HAT is the only C−H
insertion pathway accessible.
After HAT, alkyl radical rebound would very likely occur, so

the reaction would culminate in C−C coupling. Indeed, Arnold
and colleagues’ recent patent includes preliminary claims
concerning such a process.114 The only mechanistic work (to
the best of our knowledge) on iron porphyrin carbene-

Scheme 4. (a) A Diazo Reagent with an α-Carbonyl Group
Observed in the Work of Arnold, Fasan, and Colleagues
(Left) and a Reagent with Diphenyl Substituents Not Yet
Employed in Artificial Metalloenzyme Work (Right); (b)
The Putative Five-Membered Transition State (Left) and
Three-Membered Transition State (Right) for
Rearrangement of the Corresponding Carbene-Derived
Ylides
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mediated C−H insertion involves a more oxidized iron
porphyrin carbene and suggests a concerted process, which
should have a high entropic penalty.21 The current work
considers iron in the same oxidation state as in Arnold’s system
and suggests a more entropically plausible mechanistic
possibility. Currently, chemists often employ toxic and costly
palladium catalysts for this crucial coupling reaction.121−123

Efforts to develop alternative catalysts are underway,123,124 and
iron porphyrins and P450s constitute nontoxic, low-cost
candidates. Furthermore, considering different reactivity
possibilities, the discovery of this open-shell singlet ground
state suggests iron porphyrin carbenes may be able to undergo
a range of reactions previously reported for cobalt complexes
which also have carbene-based radicals.125,126

Considering the N−H insertion reactivity landscape both
enables understanding why the ylide resulting from nucleophilic
attack on the diphenyl carbene may not be able to react further
and suggests a possible alternate pathway. The ylide may not
react further due to the three-membered ring transition state’s
being high in energy (no internal base is available, so there is no
five-membered ring option). However, an internal base in the
carbene would not be necessary for HAT. Thus, in an enzyme
or other system designed so HAT from the N−H bond can
occur, a diphenyl carbene (and any other carbene without an
internal base) may be able to mediate N−H insertion
processes. Enabling these different carbenes to react would
amplify this reaction’s synthetic potential.

■ CONCLUSIONS

This work explored the new frontier of iron porphyrin
carbenes, articulating novel insights into their electronic
structure, formation, and reactivity. Such findings are valuable
for three reasons. First, they prompt comparisons to iron-
superoxo and oxo species, particularly intriguing in light of our
group’s long-standing interest in these fields.59,127 We can
interpret these carbenes within the landscape of iron-superoxo
and oxo compounds that we have been involved in mapping.
Second, these discoveries enable understanding experimentally
observed phenomena, such as different species’ relative
reactivities. Third, these findings both suggest ways to think
about engineering systems with higher yields and a wider
substrate scope and suggest possible causes of enantioselectiv-
ity. In the future, understanding the enzyme environment’s
effect with quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical techni-
ques is of interest. This work’s key findings are as follows:

(a) The ground electronic state of the terminal FPC is an
open-shell singlet. SNOs reveal an unpaired electron on
the carbene carbon is antiferromagnetically coupled to an
unpaired electron on the iron, highly analogous to the
bonding in and electronic structure of ferric superoxide
complexes.61−63 This finding stands in contrast to
previous reports of closed-shell singlet iron porphyrin
carbenes.53,56 The carbonyl group adjacent to the
carbene carbon stabilizes this electronic configuration,
and we speculate tuning the carbene’s substituents may
alter the ground electronic state of an iron porphyrin
carbene.

(b) N2 loss from EDA to form the iron porphyrin carbene
has the lowest barrier on the OSS surface. SNOs
highlight that, in the OSS RC and transition state, iron
donates electron density to EDA, populating a C−N
antibonding orbital. This electronic factor, contributing

to cleaving the C−N bond, helps to explain why the OSS
transition state is significantly lower in energy than the
previously reported CSS transition state.56 Experimen-
tally, the yield decreased with more electron-rich diazo
derivatives.28,30 In this situation, the crucial electron
transfer from iron to the diazo species would be more
difficult. Electron donation from iron to form the active
species in the carbene system is reminiscent of the iron-
oxo active species formation pathway in P450s.59,112

(c) The iron porphyrin carbene’s N−H insertion reaction
follows a nucleophilic attack pathway, forming an ylide.
This finding suggests the reaction should be sensitive to
sterics and thus agrees with experimental reports
suggesting factors other than electronic ones influence
reactivity.28,30 Thus, this discovery suggests that, in an
appropriately constructed metalloenzyme, aliphatic
amines should be able to undergo N−H insertion, as
was reported in model systems.15,16,18−20

(d) The ylide formed by nucleophilic attack undergoes
simultaneous rearrangement and dissociation from iron.
The rearrangement proceeds via a five-membered proton
transfer transition state to form an enol, which should be
able to facilely tautomerize to the final alkylated amine
product. This discovery does not indicate an intrinsically
enantioselective process and confirms suggestions that
the enzyme’s architecture is crucial for achieving
enantioselectivity.30 Designing such systems represents
an avenue for further experimental work. Indeed, recent
studies expanded the repertoire of engineered
P450s.128,129 The five-membered transition state requires
an internal base and may help explain the prevalence of
an α-carbonyl group in carbene studies.28−30

(e) The H-abstraction barrier is higher than the nucleophilic
attack barrier but is still reasonably low. H-abstraction
transition state SNOs revealed a HAT process
operates.115 Unlike iron-oxo complexes,115 iron porphy-
rin carbenes appear incapable of PCET, due to their
different electronic structure.

This work employs computational techniques as keys to
unlock trailblazing insights into iron porphyrin carbenes’
electronic structure, formation, and reactivity. These discoveries
prompt enriching comparisons with iron-superoxo and oxo
species. Furthermore, they give rise to a fertile range of
explanations for experimental phenomena and predictions for
future work, which both experimentalists and computationalists
can harvest in order to further expand these systems’ flourishing
potential.
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